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The dynamics of bubbles at high Reynolds numbers is studied from the viewpoint of statistical
mechanics. Individual bubbles are treated as dipoles in potential flow. A virtual mass matrix of the
system of bubbles is introduced, which depends on the instantaneous positions of the bubbles, and
is used to calculate the energy of the bubbly flow as a quadratic form of the bubbles’ velocities. The
energy is shown to be the system’s Hamiltonian and is used to construct a canonical ensemble
partition function, which explicitly includes the total impulse of the suspension along with its
energy. The Hamiltonian is decomposed into an effective potential due to the bubbles’ collective
motion and a kinetic term due to the random motion about the mean. An effective bubble
temperature—a measure of the relative importance of the bubbles’ relative to collective motion—is
derived with the help of the impulse-dependent partition function. Two effective potentials are
shown to operate: one due to the mean motion of the bubbles, dominates at low bubble
temperatures, where it leads to their grouping in flat clusters normal to the direction of the collective
motion, while the other, temperature-invariant, is due to the bubbles’ position-dependent virtual
mass and results in their mutual repulsion. Numerical evidence is presented for the existence of the
effective potentials, the condensed and dispersed phases, and a phase transition. ©1996 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~96!00404-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of bubbly liquids—a Newtonian liquid
filled with a dispersed gas phase in the form of bubbles—is
of interest in a variety of engineering problems. Bubbly
flows are common in the energy-conversion, oil and chemi-
cal industries, in natural gas distribution networks, and in
any flow in which rapid pressure variations can lead to phase
change, e.g., cavitation, or where sound waves can be
strongly modified by bubble clouds. A major theoretical and
technical problem associated with bubbly flows is predicting,
and thus controlling, the flow regime, and then within the
flow regime understanding the transport of heat, mass, mo-
mentum, and sound.

Continuum modeling of gas/liquid flows in the region of
dispersed bubbly flow is an active area of research and has
been approached through a variety of different methods. One
of these has been developed by Batchelor,1 Delhaye and
Achard,2 Hinch,3 Voinov and Petrov,4 Banerjee and Chan,5

Drew,6 Biesheuvel and van Wijngaarden,7 and Pauchon and
Banerjee,8 among others. These authors have applied
averaging—in time, space, in time and space, over an en-
semble, etc.—to the continuum-mechanical equations de-
scribing the exact motion of each phase at each point. The
system of resulting averaged equations is closed with the
help of constitutive relations determined from a list of vari-
ables that are supposed to influence the phase interactions.
The resulting equations have several unknown coefficients
that have to be determined in some way, e.g., from experi-
ments. The models that different investigators have proposed
usually differ in the choice of closure relationships.

Another, variational, approach has been developed by
Geurst9,10 and Pauchon and Smereka.11 These authors have
chosen to volume-average the energy of a two-phase flow
and then treat the volume-averaged energy as the Lagrangian
by applying to it a generalized form of Hamilton’s varia-
tional principle. Pauchon and Smereka11 have shown the
variational and averaging approach to be complementary: the
variational approach is capable of providing explicit analyti-
cal forms for the constitutive equations of the averaging ap-
proach. However, as Smereka12 has pointed out, although
Geurst’s model seems to have a sound theoretical basis, it
turns out to be ill-posed in the dilute limit; Geurst and other
authors argued that the ill-posedness is associated with the
assumption of an isotropic arrangement of bubbles. As a re-
sult, much effort has been devoted to studying the related
issues of clustering of bubbles and voidage wave propaga-
tion in bubbly liquids. Sangani and Didwania13,14 and
Smereka12 carried out computer simulations of bubbles in an
ideal fluid. In both studies, it has been found that, if initially
given similar velocities, the bubbles would tend to form clus-
ters positioned broadside to the direction of motion; Smereka
found that the clustering would be inhibited, however, if the
variance of the initial velocities of bubbles was sufficiently
large.

A kinetic-theory-like approach to the problem of bubbly
liquids has been investigated by Biesheuvel and Gorissen15

and van Wijngaarden and Kapteyn.16 These workers have
obtained effective equations by taking moments of an
N-particle probability density function for bubble positions
and velocities and focused their attention on the propagation
of void fraction disturbances in bubble flows.

In this paper, we present a formulation of the problem of
bubbly flows from a statistical mechanics point of view. This
idea was hinted at in the work of Smereka,12 but not devel-
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oped nor explored. Indeed, it is an interesting and open ques-
tion as to whether this continuum problem of bubble motion
has a statistical description of the same form as atoms or
molecules. On the one hand, classical statistical mechanics is
a powerful means of studying macroscopic bodies. It pro-
vides the molecular basis of macroscopic properties by ex-
plaining the connection between the observed values of a
thermodynamic function and the properties of the molecules
making up the system. On the other hand, bubbles, as con-
sidered in this paper~of constant spherical shape and size,
monodisperse, inviscid and described as dipoles in potential
flow! are fundamentally different from molecules as ‘‘el-
ementary particles’’ of statistical mechanics in one important
aspect, namely, they do not have mass; rather, their motion
results in flow of the underlying liquid of nonzero density.
Thus, ‘‘virtual’’ or ‘‘added’’ mass of the flow is critical to the
behavior of the bubbles as a statistical system. Like a mo-
lecular system, the total energy and momentum of the flow
are shown to be integrals of the bubbles’ motion. The inter-
actions among the bubbles occur through the velocity field in
the fluid generated by the bubbles’ motion, and will be seen
to be of the form similar to repulsiver26 interactions in
molecular systems.

By formulating and examining a bubbly flow as a statis-
tical ensemble we can predict, discuss, and quantify patterns
of collective behavior of a macroscopically large number of
bubbles as consequences of the distinctive features of
bubbles treated as individual particles. We are able to discern
factors influencing the flow’s structure and properties, and
describe them in thermodynamic terms, such as interaction
potentials, temperature, phase transition, etc. Finally, in a
fashion similar to classical atomic systems, the validity of
our predictions and calculations will be tested by simulating
the bubbly flow numerically and by analyzing the results of
the simulations.

In Sec. II, we approximate a bubbly flow at high Rey-
nolds numbers as potential flow and derive its total energy.
We apply Lagrange’s formalism to the energy in order to
derive the equations of motion for the bubbles. In Sec. III,
we show that the bubbly flow is a Hamiltonian system and
define the canonical ensemble partition function, along with
the ‘‘temperature’’ for such a flow in much the same way as
is done for atomic systems. Unlike atomic systems, however,
the virtual mass for the bubbly flow is dependent on the
positions of all the bubbles, and as a result the partition func-
tion for an ensemble of bubbles explicitly depends on the
total impulse of the flow determined in a frame of reference
in which the liquid would be motionless, were it not for the
presence of the moving bubbles. As the relative position of
the bubbles changes, so does the ‘‘mass’’ of the system, and
therefore the center-of-mass or collective motion is coupled
to the internal degrees of freedom. These two distinctive
features—the coordinate-dependent mass and the momen-
tum-dependent partition function—together give rise to a
number of unusual effects not found in atomic systems. In
particular, the coordinate-dependent mass results in the clus-
tering of bubbles in the direction normal to that of their mean
motion, and also in an effective repulsive potential that can
prohibit the clustering at sufficiently high values of the

bubble temperature~defined as a measure of the bubbles’
chaotic motion!. Also in Sec. III, we predict the value of the
temperature at which a phase transition occurs between the
clustered and dispersed states. In Sec. IV, we develop a
molecular-dynamics-like method for simulating bubbly flows
and present and discuss numerical results: snapshots of rep-
resentative bubble configurations for 27 and 64 bubbles at
different volume fractions and at different bubble tempera-
tures; the influence of viscous dissipation and gravity; evi-
dence of the effective repulsive potential and the phase tran-
sition between the clustered and random phases. These
results are shown to support the statistical mechanical de-
scription.

II. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR A DISPERSION OF
BUBBLES

A. Kinetic energy of a bubbly flow

We shall make use of Lagrange’s formalism in order to
derive an equation of motion for bubbles in a dispersed flow.
In this framework, the first step is to obtain an expression for
the LagrangianL. In this problem, the kinetic energy of the
fluid T will be found to be quadratic in the vector of the
bubbles’ velocitiesU, and thus the Lagrangian is the kinetic
energyT minus the potential energyE . We shall set the
potential energy to zero; this restriction, of course, can be
relaxed if so desired. Thus,L5T , and we determine the
kinetic energy as a function of the bubbles’ positions and
velocities. In order to do so, we model the bubbly flow as a
dispersion of a finite number,N, of monodisperse spherical
bubbles~maintained spherical by a presumed large interfa-
cial tension!, characterized by a constant internal pressure
moving in an unbounded fluid at high Reynolds number
(Re5Ua/n@1) subject to gravitational, external, or fluctu-
ating pressure forces. Because the Reynolds number is large
and the bubble surface is a free surface, the flow outside the
bubbles is approximately inviscid and irrotational. Hence,
the fluid velocity can be written as the gradient of a velocity
potential,f, satisfying Laplace’s equation,

¹2f50, ~1!

everywhere in the fluid, with no flux boundary conditions on
the bubble surfaces,

n•¹f5n•Un,

wheren is the unit outward normal from the surface]Vn of
bubblen andUn is that bubble’s velocity. This is, of course,
an approximation, but it is known from the work of
Moore17,18 that the flow outside a moving bubble is to a very
good approximation irrotational, with the vorticity confined
to a thinO(Re21/2) boundary layer at the bubble surface and
to a narrowO(Re21/4) wake. Furthermore, Kok19,20 has
shown both theoretically and experimentally that the motion
of two interacting bubbles can also be predicted by the ap-
propriate two bubble solution of Laplace’s equation.

The total kinetic energy of the fluid is~cf. Secs. 2.7–
2.10, 6.2, and 6.4 of Batchelor21!

T 5
1

2
rE

]V`
fU`

•n`dS2
1

2
r(

n
Un
•E

]Vn
fnndS, ~2!
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whereU` denotes the fluid velocity at infinity andr the
density of the fluid. The first integral in~2! is taken over a
closed boundary at infinity and is, therefore, equal to zero as
long as we assume that the fluid’s motion is entirely due to
the bubbles; indeed, we treat the bubbles as dipoles in this
study~cf. Appendix!, i.e., the potentialf falls off asr22 and
the liquid velocityU` falls off asr23 at larger and thus the
first integral in~2! vanishes. The solution of~1! is linear in
the bubbles’ velocitiesU and therefore the kinetic energy can
be recast, with the help of the virtual mass matrixM , into a
quadratic form:

T 5 1
2 rtU•M•U, ~3!

wheret5(4/3)pa3 is the volume of a spherical bubble of
radiusa andU is a vector of the individual bubble velocities
Un. The derivation of the mass matrix is given in detail in
the Appendix.

We also find it convenient to write the total energy of the
flow as

T 5 1
2 rtUm

•Mmn
•Un, ~4!

where the Greek indices denote the individual bubbles and, if
repeated, imply a summation;Mmn are the coupling subma-
trices of the mass matrixM ~cf. Appendix!. Finally, the in-
dividual bubbles’ momenta are defined as

Pm5rtMmn
•Un, ~5!

and the total impulse of the suspension~i.e., the linear mo-
mentum that needs to be imparted to the fluid in order to
generate from rest the flow due to motion of the bubbles with
translational velocitiesUm) is

Pt5 (
m51

N

Pm. ~6!

The total impulsePt is an integral of the motion~cf. Art. 119
of Lamb22!, as is the total energyT .

B. Lagrangian formulation of the problem

From expression~3! for the total kinetic energy, we can
derive the equation of motion for the bubbles. LetR denote
the vector of the bubbles’ centers,Fg the external forces such
as gravity, andFv the viscous forces. Then, recalling
Lagrange’s equation, the equation of motion of the bubbly
suspension is

d

dt S ]L

]Ṙ
D 5

]L

]R
1Fg1Fv. ~7!

Lamb22 and, more recently, Hinch and Nitsche23 have shown
that the Lagrangian generalized force,

FL5
d

dt S ]L

]Ṙ
D 2

]L

]R
,

is the same as the pressure force exerted by the fluid on the
bubblesFp. Thus, the equation of motion~7! is equivalent to
the force balance on the massless bubbles,

Fp1Fg1Fv50. ~8!

@Bubble mass could be added to~8! or ~7! without difficulty.
The conclusions of the work would not be affected for small
bubble mass. Similarly, angular momentum could be added
for nonspherical particles.#

From~3!, together with the fact thatL5T , we compute
the necessary quantities:

]L

]R
5

]T

]Rk
5

]

]Rk
S 12 rtUiMi j ~Rk!Uj D

5
1

2
rtUi

]Mi j

]Rk
U j

and

]L

]Ṙ
5

]T

]Uk
5
1

2
rt~UiMik1MkjU j !5rtMkjU j ,

due to the fact that the mass matrix is symmetric. Further-
more,

d

dt S ]T

]Uk
D5rt~Ṁ k jU j1MkjU̇ j !,

with

Ṁk j5
]Mkj

]Rl
Ṙl5

]Mkj

]Rl
Ul .

Hence,

d

dt S ]T

]Uk
D5rtS ]Mkj

]Rl
UlU j1MkjU̇ j D ,

and the equation of motion~7! becomes

rtMkjU̇ j5rtS 12Ui

]Mi j

]Rk
U j2

]Mkj

]Rl
UlU j D1Fk

g1Fk
v .

~9!

Equation~9! is the governing equation for determining the
bubbles’ motion. We see clearly that the virtual mass matrix
does indeed act as the mass of the system.

Equation~9! defines the dynamics of the bubbles and is
sufficient to follow their motion for given initial conditions
under the action of prescribed forces. Before doing so, we
turn to a consideration of the bubbles as a statistical en-
semble and investigate whether this dynamical system has
thermodynamics akin to a molecular system.

III. BUBBLY FLOW AS A STATISTICAL ENSEMBLE

Consider the bubbly flow of Sec. II in the absence of
gravity and fluid viscosity. It proves possible then to treat the
total energy of the bubbly flow,

1

2rt
P•M21

•P,

as the system’s Hamiltonian,H(P,R), with P andR as the
corresponding generalized momenta and coordinates. Indeed,
H satisfies Hamilton’s equations,

Ṙ5
]H

]P
, ~10!
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Ṗ52
]H

]R
, ~11!

which are equivalent to the equation of motion~9! with
Fg5Fv50, and thus the inviscid, neutrally buoyant bubbly
flow is a Hamiltonian system~with 6N degrees of freedom!
to which the standard methods of statistical mechanics can
be applied.

A. Effective energies

We begin by decomposing the full energy of the bubbly
flow into effective potential and kinetic energies. First, we
write each bubble’s individual impulse, defined by~5!, as
follows:

Pm5pm1
1

N
Pt ,

where the deviation from the mean,pm, can be regarded as
the ‘‘chaotic’’ impulse of bubblem. The total energy of the
flow is then

T 5
1

2rt S 1

N2Pt•(
m,n

~M21!mn
•Pt1p•M21

•p

1
2

N
Pt•S (

m
~M21!mn

•pnD D , ~12!

wherep denotes the full vector of the bubbles’ chaotic im-
pulses. The first term on the right-hand side of~12! is due to
the collective motion of the bubbles with the same velocity
u05(rtN)21Pt•(m,n(M

21)mn; it depends only on the posi-
tions of the bubbles’ centers,R, and thus can be thought of
as an ‘‘effective potential energy.’’ The sum of the second
and third terms in~12! we shall call the effective kinetic
energy; it accounts for the individual, or chaotic, portion of
the bubbles’ motion. It is easy to see that the chaotic im-
pulsesp along with the positions of the bubbles’ centersR
can play the role of the generalized coordinates that satisfy
Hamilton’s equations of motion.

Smereka12 has defined effective energies by decompos-
ing the bubble’s velocity, rather than its impulse, as follows:

Um5u01um,

such that

Mmn
•un50,

rtM•u05Pt ,

where

M5(
m,n

Mmn.

Then, recalling~4!, the total energy of the flow is

T 5
1

2rt
Pt•M

21
•Pt1

rt

2
um
•Mmn

•un. ~13!

Again, the first term on the right-hand side of~13! is due to
the collective motion of the bubbles with the same velocity
u0; it depends only on the position of the bubbles’ centers

R, and thus Smereka has termed it the effective potential
energy; the second term is the corresponding effective ki-
netic energy.

Smereka used the decomposition~13! to show that the
effective potential energy (2rt)21Pt•M

21
•Pt approaches a

minimum when the bubbles arrange themselves in flat clus-
ters positioned broadside to the direction of the collective
motion. For the purposes of the present study, we shall use
the ‘‘Hamiltonian’’ decomposition~12!, rather than~13!. As
given by ~12!, the total energy of the flow satisfies Hamil-
ton’s equations~10! and~11!, if p is used as the generalized
momentum instead ofP, and thus equation~12! can and will
be used to construct the canonical ensemble partition func-
tion. The decomposition of Smereka in~13! is not in the
standard form for statistical mechanics and cannot be used to
construct the partition function.

Another result of Smereka12 is that the variational prin-
ciple of minimal potential energy is equivalent to the prin-
ciple of maximal virtual mass. To show that bubbles in col-
lective motion with no random velocities will indeed tend to
increase their virtual mass we consider the following situa-
tion.

Suppose that initially the bubbles are randomly posi-
tioned in space but all have the same velocity, e.g., (0,0,1).
They are then released and we are interested in the change in
the added-mass coefficientCM defined as the following norm
on the mass matrix:

CM[
U•M•U

U•U
.

If we write the Lagrangian of the system asL51/
2rtCMU

2, then Lagrange’s equation~7! can be transformed
to

ĊM5
1

2 S ]CM

]Ri
DUi2CM

U̇iUi

U2 . ~14!

Initially, whenU5@0,0,1;0,0,1;. . . ;0,0,1#, the first term on
the right-hand side of~14! is proportional to the change in
CM corresponding to a rigid translation of the whole suspen-
sion along thez-axis, and therefore is zero. The randomly
distributed bubbles will begin to develop velocities in the
two other orthogonal directions,x andy. In order to do so,
energy will have to be extracted from the bubbles’ collective
motion, the bubbles will slow down in thez-direction, to
conserve the total energy and impulse, and thusU̇ i andUi

will be anti-parallel, i.e.,U̇ iUi will be negative andĊM posi-
tive, which means thatCM will initially tend to increase. In
other words, since the bubbles have to decelerate in the
z-direction while their total impulse in that direction must be
conserved, their virtual mass must increase. Smereka12 rec-
ognized the analogy between potential flow outside the
bubbles and the effective conductivity of a material where
the liquid has a unit conductivity and the spherical bubbles
are insulators~cf. Appendix!. He was able to show that the
only way for the bubbles to increase their virtual mass would
be to organize themselves in clusters positioned broadside to
the direction of the collective motion; this situation corre-
sponds to the minimal effective conductivity of the matrix in
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the direction of the mean flow. Thus, following Smereka, we
also conclude that the bubbles’ collective motion will lead to
their clustering. In the next section we investigate how this
clustering manifests itself when the bubbles are viewed as a
thermodynamic system.

B. Canonical ensemble partition function for bubbly
flow

We now apply the apparatus of equilibrium statistical
mechanics by treating the suspension ofN bubbles as a ca-
nonical ensemble. Denoting the Hamiltonian of the ensemble
by H, the partition function, within a constant factor, is
given by

Q5E exp@2bH~R,P!2g•Pt~R,P!# dR dP. ~15!

The integration in~15! is performed over the entire phase
space. The form~15! follows from the fact that there are only
seven additive integrals of motion of a classical system: the
energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum. Since we
have no angular momentum for spherical bubbles, only two
constantsb and g are needed~cf. Sec. 4 of Landau and
Lifshitz24!. Hereb will be seen to play the role of the inverse
temperature andg/b will be the average velocity of the
bubbles.

The necessity of including the total impulse of the bub-
bly flow, Pt , in the expression for the canonical ensemble
partition function is dictated by the fact that the ‘‘center-of-
mass’’ motion is coupled to the internal degrees of freedom.
As the relative coordinates change so too does the mass,
leading to the coupling with the total impulse.

Let us denote for convenience the effective potential en-
ergy asU and the effective kinetic energy asK , such that

U5
1

2rtN2Pt•(
m,n

~M21!mn
•Pt ~16!

and

K5
1

2rt S p•M21
•p1

2

N
Pt•S (

m
~M21!mn

•pnD D .
The potential energyU is purelyR-dependent, just as in the
classical case of a gas of particles interacting via a potential.
However, due to the fact that the virtual mass of the bubbly
suspension is position-dependent, the kinetic energyK is
bothR- andp-dependent and differs from that of a classical
statistical mechanical system.

Depending on the choice of the momentum generalized
coordinates—one can choose either the bubbles’ full im-
pulsesP or their chaotic impulsesp—the following two al-
ternative expressions for the partition function are possible:

Q5E expF2
b

2rt
P•M21

•P2g•(
m

PmGdRdP ~17!

or

Q5E exp@2bU2g•Pt#

3S E expF2bK2g•(
m

pmGdpDdR. ~18!

Upon integrating~17! and ~18! by parts with respect to
an arbitrary component of the vectorP or p and denoting by
angle brackets averaging over the ensemble, we obtain

b

rt
^P•M21

•P&2g•K (
m

PmL 53N ~19!

and

b

rt K p•M21
•p1

1

N
Pt•S (

m
~M21!mn

•pnD L
2g•K (

m
pmL 53N. ~20!

At thermal and mechanical equilibrium of the ensemble with
its surroundings,

K (
m

pmL 50, K (
m

PmL 5Pt ,

and it follows from~19! and ~20! that

b215
1

3rtN K p•M21
•p1

1

N
Pt•S (

m
~M21!mn

•pnD L
~21!

and

g

b
5

1

rtN K 1N (
m,n

~M21!mn
•Pt1S (

m
~M21!mn

•pnD L
5

1

rtN K (
m

~M21!mn
•PnL 5

1

N K (
m

UmL . ~22!

Thusg/b is equal to the average velocity of all the bubbles
in the flow, showing thatg•Pt /b is the energy of the collec-
tive motion.

Thatg/b must be proportional to the average velocity of
the bubbles in the ensemble could also be deduced from the
following argument, adapted from Sec. 14 of Hill.25We con-
sider here a generalized ensemble which can, with probabili-
tiespk , be found in a number of states with energiesEk ; this
formulation can be generalized to account for continuous
states. We associate the thermodynamic internal energyE
with the ensemble averageĒ ~the averaging denoted by the
overbar!:

E↔Ē,

where
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Ē5(
k,Pt

pkEk ,

pk5
exp~2bEk2g•Pt!

Q
, ~23!

Q5(
k,Pt

exp~2bEk2g•Pt!.

In differential form,

dĒ5(
k,Pt

dpkEk , ~24!

where theEk are constants. We now use~23! to eliminate
Ek in ~24!,

dĒ52
1

b (
k,Pt

~g•Pt1 lnpk1 lnQ!dpk . ~25!

Since

P̄t5(
k,Pt

pkPt ,

~25! becomes

dĒ52
1

b (
k,Pt

~ lnpkdpk!2
1

b
g•dP̄t

52
1

b
dS (

k,Pt
~pklnpk! D 2

1

b
g•dP̄t , ~26!

where we have employed(dpk50. With the further asso-

ciationPt↔P̄t , ~26! is seen to be just the statistical version
of the thermodynamic equation,

dE5TdS2P•dPt , ~27!

whereE, T, andS are, as usual, the internal energy, tem-
perature, and entropy of the system, whereasP is the gen-
eralized force appropriate toPt ~treated here as a generalized
coordinate!. By comparing~26! and ~27! we have

P↔
g

b
.

It can further be seen thatP, along withg/b, must have
units of velocity. In our problem, there is only one charac-
teristic velocity, namely the average velocity of the bubbles.
Thus, it is reasonable, in agreement with~22!, to assume

g/b proportional toŪ[N21^(mU
m&.

Now, given an ensemble at specified values ofb and
g, we can always rotate the coordinate system, simulta-
neously rescaling the time, such that in the transformed

frame of reference,Ū5ec , whereec is a unit velocity vector
pointing in the direction of the collective motion, this direc-
tion being the same in all appropriately rotated ensembles. In
other words,

g5bec , ~28!

and the partition function~15! can be rewritten as

Q5E exp„2b@H~R,P!1ec•Pt~R,P!#…dRdP.

Finally, we define the temperatureT of the system as the
inverse ofb, as given by~21!:

T[
1

b
.

The bubble temperatureT can take on values from zero to
infinity; it provides a measure of the relative importance of
the chaotic to collective motion of the bubbles in the flow.

C. Effective potentials

We shall now show that the coordinate-dependent virtual
mass matrix of the bubbly flow, along with the bubbles’ col-
lective motion, gives rise to two effective inter-bubble poten-
tials. Recalling~28!, we begin by evaluating the integral in
~17! over theP-subspace of the phase space:

Q5S 2prt

b D 3N/2E ~detM !1/2 expS brtec•M•ec
2 DdR,

~29!

where we recognize the factor

S 2prt

b D 3N/2
as the partition functionQid of an ideal gas ofN particles of
massrt each, normalized by the volume occupied by the
suspensionVc raised to theNth power. Recall thatM is the
sum of the coupling submatricesMmn of the mass matrix.

The integral in~29!, also called the excess partQex of
the partition function, can be rewritten as

Qex5Vc
2NE exp@2b~U11U2!# dR, ~30!

where the two effective potentialsU1 andU2 are defined as

bU152 1
2 ln~detM ! ~31!

and

U252
rt

2
ec•M•ec . ~32!

To understand the behavior of the effective potential
U1 , it will be useful to consider a dilute suspension in which
only two of theN bubbles,m andn, are appreciably close to
each other, while the remainder are sufficiently distant—
from m, n, and each other. Then, in the matricesM1 and
M2 @from ~A12! and ~A13! in the Appendix#, ¹¹rmn

21 and
¹¹r nm

21 will contain all the significant interactions. Further-
more, if we normalize the distance betweenm andn by the
bubble radiusa and choose a coordinate system such that in
it rmn5(r ,0,0), then it is straightforward to compute the de-
terminant of the full mass matrix of the system:

detM5
detM2

det~M12I !
5

1

26 S 12
9

2 S 1r D
6

1OS S 1r D
12D D ,

ln~detM !; const2
9

2 S 1r D
6

, for large values ofr ,

~33!

and thus
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bU1;
9

4 S 1

rmn
D 6, for largermn . ~34!

The coordinate dependence of the virtual mass matrix acts as
a repulsive,r26, potential.

The other effective potential,U2 , bears a very close
resemblance to the effective potential energy of the bubbly
flow as defined in~16! or by Smereka;12 the absolute value
of U2 increases as the bubbles form clusters positioned nor-
mal to the direction of their collective motion. However, the
role played byU1 in the partition functionQ differs funda-
mentally from that played byU2 , in that it is insensitive to
changes in the inverse temperatureb. Thus, the influence of
U2 , unlike that ofU1 , is expected to diminish with increas-
ing temperature.

D. Phase transition

The results of the previous section suggest that the spa-
tial arrangement of bubbles in a suspension will strongly
depend on the relative importance of the two effective poten-
tials: the one due to the collective motion acts to make the
bubbles cluster, while the effective potential due to the
coordinate-dependent virtual mass is repulsive. Because
bU1 is independent of temperature, whilebU2 is propor-
tional to 1/T, the repulsive potential dominates at high tem-
perature, while the collective dominates at low temperatures.
Thus, one expects a ‘‘phase transition’’ to occur. A clustered
bubbly flow ~‘‘condensed,’’ or ‘‘frozen’’ phase! started at a
low temperature will become more and more random as the
temperature increases until at a certain value ofT it becomes
completely random~‘‘gaseous,’’ or ‘‘melted’’ phase!.

We shall now attempt to predict the temperature of the
phase transition~or, at least, an upper bound on it! for the
bubbly suspension. We treat the suspension as a rarefied gas,
in which not more than one pair of bubbles may be assumed
to be interacting significantly at any one time, and obtain an
expression for the second virial coefficient,B, as a function
of the inverse temperatureb for this gas. Recall the corre-
sponding equation of state~Landau and Lifshitz24!:

P5
N

bV S 11
NB~b!

V D , ~35!

where the gas has been assumed to consist ofN particles,
P is the pressure, andV is the volume occupied by the gas.
The second virial coefficient can be evaluated as~Landau
and Lifshitz24!

B~b!5
1

2E ~12e2bU12
!dV, ~36!

whereU12 is the energy of interaction of the two particles
and the integration is performed over the entire volumeV.
One can expect the phase transition to occur in the vicinity of
the point where the isotherm exhibits singular behavior, i.e.,
where the derivative of the pressure with respect to the vol-
ume, obtained from the equation of state~35!, vanishes. Dif-
ferentiating~35! with respect toV yields for the value of the
second virial coefficient corresponding to the phase transi-
tion temperature,

B~bpt!52
V

2N
. ~37!

The interaction energyU12 can be written as the sum of the
potentialsU1 andU2 from ~31! and ~32!:

U1252
1

2b
ln~detM !2

rt

2
ec•M•ec .

Assume now that the collective motion of the bubbles takes
place in thez-direction, i.e., thatec5(0,0,ec). The evalua-
tion of ec•M•ec together with the result~33! for ln(detM )
yield ~to the leading order in the small quantitya/r ):

U125
1

b S ln81
9

4 S ar D
6D2

prec
2a3

24 SN2
3

2
pS ar D

3D .
The evaluation of the integral in~36! produces~again, we
retain the leading order terms only!

B~b!5VS 8 ln 82Npb
rec

2a3

3 D ,
and from~37! we have the following estimate of the phase
transition temperature:

bpt5
3„8ln81~2N!21

…

prec
2a3N

.

In the above expression, we recognizea3N as a quantity
proportional to the void fraction of the flowf54/3pa3N.
AssumingN large, it is easy to see that

bpt5
32ln8

rec
2f

,

or, alternatively,

Tpt
rec

2 5
f

32ln8
'0.015f . ~38!

Thus the phase transition temperature, in the approximation
considered, is simply proportional tof . Suspensions with
larger bubble concentrations are expected to undergo the
transition between the clustered and disordered phases at
higher temperatures.

In the next section, we shall test the validity of the above
arguments by analyzing the results of numerical simulations
of bubbles in a potential flow.

IV. NUMERICAL METHOD AND RESULTS

To simulate the motion of bubbles in a suspension, we
place at the origin a cell containingN bubbles, and periodi-
cally replicate the cell to fill all space~cf. Appendix!. At the
beginning of a simulation run, the bubbles are assigned ini-
tial positions and velocities. The equation of motion~9! is
numerically integrated to produce the bubbles’ trajectories,
along with data on their velocities, accelerations, etc., so that
we will be able to follow the total energy and impulse of the
system—these quantities must be conserved at all times. As
the simulation evolves in time, we expect the influence of the
initial coordinates and velocities to diminish so that the re-
sulting distribution will be determined solely by the nature of
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external and internal forces acting on the bubbles. In the
course of a run, the bubbles’ trajectories along with the ef-
fective kinetic and potential energies and other quantities of
interest are computed. The stabilization of the effective en-
ergies signals equilibration, and all necessary statistics can
then be computed.

A. Dynamics of a collision of a pair of bubbles

We have already covered the derivation of the equation
of motion. As far as its numerical integration is concerned,
there are numerous codes and packages available, and we
shall not discuss this aspect in detail. However, one issue still
needs to be resolved—that of a possible collision of a pair of
bubbles. Here we follow Sangani and Didwania.14 In an in-
viscid flow bubbles can come arbitrarily close to each other.
The viscous forces are small at large Reynolds numbers and
therefore cannot prevent the bubbles from touching one an-
other. Thus the bubbles can come in contact and the follow-
ing two possibilities arise: they will either coalesce if the
surface tension forces are large compared to the inertia
forces,in the absence of surface-active impurities, or, if the
latter condition is not satisfied, as numerous experiments in-
dicate, the bubbles will bounce away almost instantaneously.
As reported by Kok,20 if the concentration of the impurities
is not too high, the observed trajectories of the bubbles are in
a very good agreement with those obtained theoretically us-
ing the potential flow approximation for the fluid velocity.
On the other hand, if the concentration of impurities is mod-
erate or high, wake formation affects the dynamics of the
pair of bubbles, and the potential flow approximation will
have to be modified to include wake effects.

When a pair of bubbles—labeled for convenience 1 and
2—undergoes a collision, the total impulse and kinetic en-
ergy of the liquid remain unchanged. Suppose that a very
short range force comes into play when these two bubbles
approach each other and that this force is directed along the
separation vectord given by

d5
1

2a
~r12r2!.

We then may think that an equal and opposite impulse is
applied to the two bubbles,

dI

dt
5Fcd~ t2tc!d,

for time t close to the collision timetc . Here, Fc is the
magnitude of the impulse. Integrating with respect to time in
the immediate vicinity oftc leads to a change in the impulse
of bubble 1 during the collision processnI5Fcd. The
change in the impulse of bubble 2 is equal in magnitude and
opposite in the direction to that of bubble 1, and the impulse
change of all the other bubbles in the cell is zero. Thus the
total impulse of the system is conserved and we need only
calculate the change in the kinetic energy of the system.

The impulse due to the motion of bubblem is

Pm5Mmn
•Un,

and the total energy of the system can be written as

T 5(
m
T m5

1

2
rt(

m
Um

•Pm.

We therefore require that the sum ofT m over all the bubbles
does not change during the collision, i.e.,

(
m

nT m50. ~39!

During the collision, the velocities of the bubbles change
linearly with the magnitude of the impulseFc ; thus,

2

rt
nT m5n~Um

•Pm!

5Fc~U
m
•P̂m1Ûm

•Pm!1Fc
2~Ûm

•P̂m!, ~40!

whereÛm is the change in the velocity of the bubblem and
Um is the velocity before the collision. The same convention
applies toPm and in particular we have

P̂152P̂25d,

whereas for allm.2, P̂m50. Now, substituting~40! into ~39!
yields two values ofFc , one of which equals zero and cor-
responds to no collision, and the other corresponds to the
magnitude of the total impulse during the collision,

Fc52
(m~Um

•P̂m1Ûm
•Pm!

(
m

Ûm
•P̂m

. ~41!

Thus, in dynamic simulations we first move the bubbles to
the point where they collide and determineÛm by solving for
the velocity potentialf̂ given the impulsesP̂m associated
with each bubble. Substituting forÛm in ~41! allows us to
determineFc and hence the values ofPm andUm for all the
bubbles immediately after the collision.

The fact that generally the velocities of all the bubbles
will change in the aftermath of the collision of just two
bubbles can be explained as follows. The fluid and the
bubbles are assumed to be incompressible, and thus the in-
formation about the collision is instantaneously transmitted
to all the bubbles in the flow.~Physically, it is transmitted at
the sound speed, which is infinite for the incompressible me-
dia.! Thus all bubbles will change their velocities in such a
manner so that both the total impulse and the kinetic energy
of the suspension will be conserved.

B. Bubbly flow in the absence of external forces

To study configurations of inviscid, neutrally buoyant
bubbles (Fg5Fv50) at different values of the bubble tem-
perature, we conducted numerical experiments with 27 and
64 bubbles placed in a cubic unit cell at different values of
the void fraction. The initial positions of the bubbles varied
from closely packed clusters oriented normally to the
z-direction ~close to a minimum of the effective potential
energy, as the collective motion in all experiments was also
directed along thez-axis! to bubbles randomly distributed
throughout the cell; the initial velocities—from purely col-
lective motion, all with the same velocity, to completely ran-
dom motion, with negligible resultant collective motion. As a
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result, the equilibrium temperatures in these experiments var-
ied greatly. Figure 1 presents typical equilibrium configura-
tions corresponding to different temperatures of 27 and 64
bubbles. At low temperatures the bubbles have very little
kinetic energy and remain clustered as their configuration
corresponds to a minimum of the effective potential energy
~cf. Smereka12!. The individual bubbles’ motions are highly
correlated and the added-mass coefficient is relatively large.
As the temperature increases, the bubbles develop more cha-
otic motion until, at a certain point, the clusters disappear
completely, the bubbles become randomly dispersed, and,
appropriately, the added-mass coefficient takes on values
close to 1/2; after this point, there are no changes in the
spatial arrangement of the bubbles. This point can be de-
scribed as one where the transition between the clustered and
random phases becomes complete.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we have plotted the added-mass coef-
ficient CM and the value of the pair-distribution function at
1.1 bubble diameters,g(1.1), versus the bubble temperature
T for two different void fractions,f50.014 andf50.11.
Both CM and g(1.1) can serve as measures of the relative
degree of clustering of the bubbles: they increase as the

bubbles collect themselves in clusters. The results in Figs. 2
and 3 suggest that the transition between the clustered and
random phases takes place in a temperature interval near
T'531025 for f50.014 and nearT'531024 for
f50.11. Because we use a microcanonical ensemble in our
simulations, coexistence of the two phases is observed in this
temperature interval; it would thus be appropriately called a
‘‘two-phase’’ region. Also, because of the relatively small
number of bubbles in the ensemble, we observe that the val-
ues ofCM andg(1.1) are not unique when plotted against
the temperature~cf. Sec. 11.3 of Allen and Tildesley26!. Nev-
ertheless, at very low values of the temperature, e.g., less
than 1026, the bubbles are always close-packed in a flat
cluster, while at high enough temperatures,T.1022 say,
they are always randomly distributed throughout space.
These results are evidence for the existence of the two po-
tentials~34! and ~32!. At low temperatures, the influence of
the r26 repulsive potential~34! is negligible and the bubbles
form flat clusters due to the action of their collective poten-
tial given by ~32!. As the temperature grows, however, the
repulsive potential gains more prominence and finally pro-
hibits clustering of the bubbles~even though there is still
significant collective motion!.

It is interesting to see how well our earlier calculation of

FIG. 1. Representative configurations of 27~a! and 64~b! bubbles, at a void
fraction of 0.014, projected onto the (x,z) plane. As the temperature in-
creases, the bubbles become less clustered.

FIG. 2. Added-mass coefficient~a! andg(1.1) ~b! versus the bubble tem-
perature, as obtained in numerical runs with 27~empty circles! and 64
bubbles~filled circles! at a void fraction of 0.014.
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the transition temperature~38! compares with the results in
Figs. 2 and 3. For the void fractionf50.014, ~38! predicts
the phase transition temperatureTpt52.131024, and for
f50.11,Tpt51.631023. Thus, in both cases,~38! seems to
overpredict the phase transition temperature by a factor of 5.
On the other hand, it should be noted that the qualitative
prediction thatTpt is proportional tof holds. Also, one has to
keep in mind that~38! should be viewed as an estimate of the
upper bound on the phase transition temperature since we
only considered the second virial coefficient.

In another series of runs, conducted at three different
values of the void fraction, the bubbles were initially ran-
domly distributed in space and assigned random velocities so
that the total momentum of the flow in the unit cell was
small compared to the characteristic value of momentum as-
sociated with the motion of one bubble. This ensured that the
bubbles did not have any appreciable collective motion dur-
ing the simulation; thus, their motion could be termed purely
chaotic and it was hoped that there would be evidence of the
r26 repulsive potential that we discussed earlier.

We compare pair-distribution functions of bubbles with-
out collective motion against those of hard spheres at three
different void fractions: 0.014, 0.11, and 0.38 in Fig. 4. At all
values of the void fraction the hard-sphere pair-distribution
function has a noticeable peak at contact. On the other hand,
the bubble distribution either completely lacks such a peak,

or, at the largest void fraction where the bubbles have little
freedom of movement, the peak is lower in magnitude. These
results confirm our earlier predictions that an effective repul-
sive potential governs the bubbles’ behavior when there is
little collective motion.

We conclude this section by commenting on the results
of our attempt to apply a Monte Carlo procedure to compute
the partition function~30! for our bubbly flow as a canonical
ensemble. Unfortunately, these experiments proved prohibi-
tively computer-expensive since we needed on the order of a
million of bubble configurations, and the inversion of a
3N33N matrix was required in order to compute the mass

FIG. 3. Added-mass coefficient~a! andg(1.1) ~b! versus the bubble tem-
perature for 27 bubbles at a void fraction of 0.11.

FIG. 4. Pair-distribution functions: random bubbles versus hard spheres.
The bubbles exhibit repulsion resulting in the absence of a peak at contact.
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matrix for each configuration. When we gave the Monte
Carlo routine the several thousand configurations that had
been obtained from the molecular dynamics simulation, all
but very few of these configurations were found suitable for
a Monte Carlo calculation ofQ, thus providing an indirect
confirmation that the bubbly flow behaves as a thermody-
namic system.

C. Bubbly flow with gravity and viscous drag

To study the influence of gravity~or, equivalently, buoy-
ancy! as well as viscous dissipation on the structure and dy-
namics of a bubbly flow at highRe numbers, we used the
following expressions for the forces on a single bubblem:

Fg5rtg, ~42!

Fv512phaUm, ~43!

whereh is the viscosity of the liquid. The viscous drag, as
given by~43!, is valid only as a leading order approximation
~Smereka12!. This approximation, however, will be sufficient
for the purposes of the present discussion.@In general, vis-
cous forces are obtainable from the Rayleigh dissipation
function, Fv52]F/]Ṙ, where F5 1

2Ėv , and
Ėv52h* u¹¹fu2dV is the rate of energy dissipation for the
inviscid flow. Equation~43! is the result for an isolated
bubble.#

First, we discuss the influence of buoyancy, in the ab-
sence of viscous dissipation. In our numerical simulations,
we have always found the bubbles, regardless of their initial
positions and velocities, to aggregate in flat clusters normal
to the direction of gravity. Why this should be the case can
be explained by examining the following situation. Consider
two bubbles separated by a certain distance rising in a liquid
under the influence of gravity. Such bubbles will be sub-
jected to a force of mutual attraction; this force will grow in
magnitude as the bubbles approach each other. Simulta-
neously, the velocity of the bubbles’ rise will grow and this
too will result in a larger value of the force of attraction. If
the bubbles collide, they will not come as far apart as their
initial separation, while their velocities collinear to the direc-
tion of gravity will grow larger, which in turn will result in
an increasing attractive force, and so forth. Eventually the
two bubbles will form a cluster with the line joining their
centers directed normally to gravity. We can add here that
Kok19 has shown that a pair of bubbles rising under buoy-
ancy will always rotate to be oriented in the cross-stream
direction, regardless of the pair’s initial orientation. This
point further strengthens the applicability of the above argu-
ment to our problem.

Bubbles under the action of gravity can also be charac-
terized in thermodynamic terms given in Sec. III of this pa-
per. As the bubbles accelerate in the direction of gravity, their
collective velocity in this direction grows faster than the
magnitude of their random motion, and thus the temperature
of the suspension decreases resulting in a phase transition
from randomness to flat clusters of bubbles normal to grav-
ity.

Finally, the combined effect of buoyancy and viscous
dissipation will also be that of eventual clustering of the

bubbles, regardless of their initial spatial arrangement and
velocity distribution. Due to viscous dissipation, the initial
velocities whose direction will not coincide with that of
gravity will decrease in magnitude until they become negli-
gible. From that point on, all the bubbles will be moving in
the direction of gravity with the same velocity that can be
determined from the balance of viscous drag~43! and buoy-
ancy ~42!. This motion will lead to the creation of flat clus-
ters of bubbles normal to the direction of gravity. The corre-
sponding numerical results have been found in agreement
with the above discussion.

Thus, it can be concluded that buoyancy, acting on its
own or in combination with viscous dissipation, leads to the
formation of clusters of bubbles positioned broadside to the
direction of gravity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that bubbly liquids at high
Reynolds numbers can be modeled as a gas of particles
obeying the laws of statistical mechanics. studying the dy-
namics of bubbly liquids at high Reynolds numbers. The
inviscid, massless, neutrally buoyant bubbles are approxi-
mated as dipoles in potential flow of an ideal fluid. The in-
tegrals of the bubbles’ motion—the kinetic energy and the
linear momentum of the flow—are derived. The second-rank
tensor that arises in the derivation plays the role of an added,
or virtual, mass of the flow; it accounts for the dynamical
role of the fluid brought into motion by the bubbles. The
expressions for the integrals of motion are similar to those of
‘‘classical’’ systems of material particles in that the energy is
a quadratic~and Hamiltonian! and the impulse a linear form
of the vector of the bubbles’ velocities.

These similarities are useful in that they let us conduct
further analysis along the lines of such traditional methods as
statistical mechanics and molecular dynamics. Moreover,
they provide a background for highlighting and analyzing the
important physical features that distinguish a collection of
bubbles in potential flow from material particles in vacuum.
These features are the following.

~i! The virtual mass of the bubbly suspension depends on
the bubbles’ relative spatial arrangement.

~ii ! The collective motion of the bubbles relatively to the
otherwise undisturbed underlying liquid is coupled to the
internal degrees of freedom.

Treating a collection of dipoles in potential flow as a
canonical ensemble, we account for the above features by
including in the partition function not only the system’s
Hamiltonian, but also its total impulse in the frame of refer-
ence in which the fluid would stay motionless were it not for
the presence of the bubbles. Similarly, for non-spherical
bubbles or particles in potential flow, one would need to
explicitly include the total angular momentum in the integral
for the partition function, thus accounting for the influence of
the total angular momentum on the internal degrees of free-
dom of the particles.

Having constructed the partition function, we proceed to
treat the bubbly dispersion as an ensemble of particles inter-
acting by means of additional effective thermodynamic po-
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tentials capturing the dynamics that distinguishes the bubbles
from material particles in vacuum. In principle, the partition
function is all that is needed to characterize fully the thermo-
dynamic state of the ensemble. Though unable to compute
the partition function for the bubbles with position-depend-
ent mass, we can manipulate and analyze it such that conclu-
sions can be made about the collective effects in the suspen-
sion.

In a fashion similar to that used in studying atomic sys-
tems, we define the temperature of the bubbly suspension as
a measure of the bubbles’ random motion. However, unlike
classical systems, due to the position-dependent added mass
of the bubbles, their random motion also results in a repul-
sive r26 potential.

On the other hand, the collective motion of the bubbles,
resulting in a non-zero total impulse of the suspension, also
influences the bubbles’ spatial arrangement because of its
coupling to the internal degrees of freedom of the bubbles.
By including the total impulse in the integral for the partition
function we are able to describe the action of the collective
motion as that of another effective potential. The action of
this potential results in the formation of flat clusters of
bubbles oriented normally to the vector of the total impulse
of the suspension.

Finally, in our thermodynamic treatment, by computing
the second virial coefficient for the ensemble of bubbles we
estimate the temperature of the phase transition between the
clustered and random phases.

The above theoretical results were verified by conduct-
ing molecular-dynamics-like simulations of bubbles as di-
poles in potential flow.

This is the first instance we know of that has shown that
a system of hydrodynamically interacting particles behaves
as a thermodynamic system, obeying the same laws of clas-
sical statistical mechanics. This statistical mechanical ap-
proach may find use in modeling other hydrodynamic sys-
tems for which a Hamiltonian can be found.
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APPENDIX: MASS MATRIX FOR A BUBBLY FLOW AT
HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBERS

1. Derivation for a finite number of bubbles

Following the method for solving Laplace’s equation by
Bonnecaze and Brady,27,28we write Laplace’s equation~1! in
its integral form,

f~x!2fE~x!5
1

4p(
n
E

]Vn
S F 1lr 1f¹y

1

r D •ndS,
~A1!

wheref(x) is the potential field atx, fE(x) is the imposed
or external potential field atx in the absence of any bubbles,
F is the flux, defined asF52l¹yf, l being the conductiv-
ity of the medium~equal to 1 in the fluid and 0 inside a

bubble!, and the integral is over the surface of then bubble.
The distancer5ux2yu and¹y5]/](y2x). The bubble mo-
ments are defined by

qn[E
]Vn

F–ndS, ~A2!

Sn[E
]Vn

~xF1lfI !–ndS, ~A3!

which are the charge~monopole! and dipole, respectively,
and where the positionx in the moment definitions is defined
relative to the center of the spherical bubble. Here and
throughout,I is the usual notation for the identity matrix.
Expanding the integral in~A1! in terms of bubble moments
yields

f~x!2fE~x!5
1

4pl(
n

S qn
1

r
1Sn

•¹y

1

r
1 . . . D ,

where the expansion has been truncated at the dipole level
and the moment propagators (1/r ,¹y1/r , . . . ) areevaluated
at x2Rn, whereRn is the center of bubblen.

We can also act on the integral form of Laplace’s equa-
tion ~A1! with ¹5¹x to obtain

¹f~x!2¹fE~x!

52
1

4pl(
n

S qn¹y

1

r
1Sn

•¹y¹y

1

r
1 . . . D . ~A4!

In our problem,F52v, wherev is the fluid velocity. The
evaluation of the integrals in~A2! and ~A3! yields

qn50, ~A5!

Sn5E
]Vn

fndS2tUn. ~A6!

Before going further, we need to address the issue of
including multipoles of order higher than two. Accounting
for the quadrupoles, octupoles, etc. will surely enhance the
precision of the bubble dynamics simulations. However, as
such a modification will inevitably result in a manifold slow-
ing down of the speed of computer calculations, one must
carefully consider whether the inclusion of higher order mo-
ments will affect the results significantly. The bubble prob-
lem is analogous to the effective conductivity problem with
the bubbles having zero conductivity, and for this reason, as
Bonnecaze and Brady27 have shown, the inclusion of multi-
poles of order higher than the dipole will lead to insignificant
changes in the final results. In earlier work, we have consid-
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ered the two-bubble problem, and arrived at the same con-
clusion. Having said that, we shall now truncate the expan-
sion ~A4! at the dipole level, thus obtaining, with the help of
~A5! and ~A6!,

¹f~x!2¹fE~x!

52
1

4p(
n

S E
]Vn

fndS2tUnD •¹y¹y

1

r
. ~A7!

Recalling equation~2! for the kinetic energy, we see that
in order to calculate the kinetic energy of the bubbly flow, we
shall need the integrals*]VnfndS. Applying the divergence
theorem and placing the origin at the center of the bubble,
we find

1

aE]Vn
fxdS5E

]Vn
fndS5E

Vf

¹fdV.

To determine the above quantity, we derive a Faxe´n-type law,
which relates the integral*]VnfndS to the analogous inte-
gral *]Vnf8ndS in the n bubble’s absence~the fact being
denoted by the prime!, known from the potential theory to be
equal tot¹yf8(Rn) ~cf. Kellogg29!, and the dipole of that
bubble. As a first step, we rewrite~A1! in the form appropri-
ate for a point on the surface of the bubble,

f~x!22f8~x!5
1

2paE]Vny
S F1r 1f

~x2y!

r 3 D •ydSy .
Now multiply both sides of the above expression byx and
integrate the product over the surface of the sphere with re-
spect to the variablex to give

E
]Vnx

x@f~x!22f8~x!#dSx

5
1

2paE]Vnx
E

]Vny
xF S F1r 1f

~x2y!

r 3 D •yGdSydSx .
~A8!

The evaluation of the right-hand side of~A8! yields

E
]Vnx

x@f~x!22f8~x!#dSx

52
8

9
pa4U2

1

3E]Vny
yf~y!dSy ,

or just

2

3
xf~x!2xf8~x!52

a2

9
U, ~A9!

where

xf~x!5
1

4pa2E]Vnx
xf~x!dSx .

We can now introduce the following quantity:

¹f~x!5
1

tEVf¹f~x!dV,

and, by virtue of the divergence theorem,

xf~x!5
a2

3
¹f~x!.

Now ~52! can be put in the form

2

3
¹f~x!2¹f8~x!52

U

3
. ~A10!

We remark here briefly that a Faxe´n-type relation, analogous
to ~A10!, holds for the quantity

f~x!5
1

4pa2E]Vnx
f~x!dSx ,

and it reads as

f~x!2f8~x!5
q

4pa
,

which, upon recalling the expression for the charge~A5!,
reduces to the simple form

f~x!2f8~x!50.

For bubblem, in the absence of the gradient of any external
potential, i.e., when the fluid’s motion is wholly due to the
motion of the bubbles, using~A7!, we obtain

¹f8~Rm!52
a3

3 (
nÞm

„¹f~Rn!2Un)•¹y¹y

1

rmn
,

wherermn5uRm2Rnu. Combining the above result with the
Faxén law ~A9! and recalling that¹f8(x)5¹f8(x) ~cf.
Kellogg29!, we have

¹f~Rm!52
Um

2
2
a3

2 (
nÞm

„¹f~Rn!2Un
…•¹y¹y

1

rmn
.

~A11!

Now we find it convenient to put~A11! in matrix form,

¹f~R!5M1•¹f~R!1M2•U,

where¹f(R) andU are vectors defined as

¹f~R!5@¹f~R1!,¹f~R2!, . . . ,¹f~RN!#T

and

U5@U1,U2, . . . ,UN#T,

whereasM1 andM2 are matrices of the following form:
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M152
a3

2 S 0 ¹y¹yr 12
21 ¹y¹yr 13

21 . . . ¹y¹yr 1N
21

¹y¹yr 21
21 0 ¹y¹yr 23

21 . . . ¹y¹yr 2N
21

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

¹y¹yr N1
21 ¹y¹yr N2

21 ¹y¹yr N3
21 . . . 0

D , ~A12!

M252
a3

2 S a23I 2¹y¹yr 12
21 2¹y¹yr 13

21 . . . 2¹y¹yr 1N
21

2¹y¹yr 21
21 a23I 2¹y¹yr 23

21 . . . 2¹y¹yr 2N
21

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2¹y¹yr N1
21 2¹y¹yr N2

21 2¹y¹yr N3
21 . . . a23I

D . ~A13!

We are now in a position to deduce a formula that will
establish a direct relation between the vectors¹f(R) and
U,

¹f~R!5~ I2M1!
21
•M2•U.

We shall define as themass matrixthe following matrix
of tensors:

M[2~ I2M1!
21
•M2 .

The reason why it is appropriate for the matrixM to be
called mass matrix will become clear in the course of the
following argument. Once again, recall the expression~2! for
the total kinetic energy of the fluid in our problem together
with the relation

(
n

Un
•E

]Vn
fnndS5tU•¹f52tU•M•U.

Then the expression for the total kinetic energy can be re-
written as

T 5 1
2 rtU•M•U, ~A14!

and it is now obvious that, indeed, the matrixM plays here
the role of virtual, or added mass of the entire system, nor-
malized by a factor ofrt.

2. Extension to infinite systems

To model the infinite medium, we apply periodic bound-
ary conditions to a cell of volumeVc containingN particles.
We are no longer in a position to argue that the velocity at
infinity is zero. Rather, the whole medium is now set into
motion, i.e., there is a bulk flow; the kinetic energy~per unit
cell! of this flow is

T b f5
Pt•Pt

2rVc~12 f !
,

and there is a corresponding velocity,

Ub f5
Pt

rVc~12 f !
,

where f is the void fraction.
Returning to the potential flow problem, the bulk flow

corresponds to a continuous dipole distribution throughout
the medium. We must account for this distribution in our
derivation of an expression for the gradient of the potential.
Bonnecaze and Brady27 have addressed this problem; pro-
ceeding along the lines of Secs. IV and V of their paper, we
rewrite the equation for the potential gradient in a form simi-
lar to ~A4!, recalling the expression for the charge~A5! and
accounting for an infinite number of bubbles@cf. Eq. ~35!,
Bonnecaze and Brady27#,

¹f~x!2¹fE~x!52
n^S&
3

2
1

4p(
n

Sn
•¹y¹y

1

r

1
1

4pEV2Ve

n^S&•¹y¹y

1

r
dV,

wheren^S& is the average particle dipole density, related to
the motion of the entire liquid as a whole,V is the volume
enclosed byS`, a distant boundary surface, which surrounds
x, andVe is the volume of a sphere of radiuse surrounding
x.

The cell is periodically replicated to fill all space; the
sums over the infinite particles are replaced by double sums
over theN particles in thel th cell of the system and over all
the replicated cells. To make the resulting double sums con-
verge rapidly, we use the Ewald summation expression
~A2.4! from Bonnecaze and Brady,27

n^S&
3

1
1

4p(
n

Sn
•¹y¹y

1

r
2

1

4pEV2Ve

n^S&•¹y¹y

1

r
dV

5
Sm0

4p

40

3
j3p2

1
21

1

4p(
l

(
n

n lÞm0

Sn l
•D~r !

1
1

4p

1

Vc
(
k

kÞ0

(
n

Sn l
•D~k! ,

where
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D~r !5F ~8j7r 4236j5r 2116j314jr22!
e2j2r2

Ap

1
2 erfc~jr !

r 3 G ~Rm02Rn l !~Rm02Rn l !

r 2

1F ~4j5r 3212j3r12jr21!
e2j2r2

Ap
1

erfc~jr !

r 2 G
3F ~Rm02Rn l !~Rm02Rn l !

r 3
2
I

r G ,
D~k!5

4p

k2 F11
1

4 S kj D 21 1

8 S kj D 4Ge2k2/4j2

3cos@k•~Rm2Rn!#kk .

In the expressions above,l is the cell index number,n is the
particle index number,Rm0 is the position of the particlem in
the zeroth cell,Rn l is the position of the particlen in the
l th cell, k is the periodic cell reciprocal or wave vector,k is
its magnitude,r5uRm02Rn lu, andRm2Rn is the position
vector difference between bubblesm andn within a cell. The
arbitrary numberj regulates the speed of convergence for
the sums and is typically chosen to be 1/Vc

1/3. Each sum
converges exponentially fast.

It is now straightforward to rewrite matricesM1 and
M2 of ~A12! and ~A13! in terms of the Ewald sums. All of
the analysis of the previous section will apply to the case of
an infinite number of bubbles, except the total kinetic energy
as given by~A14! should now be thought of as that of an
elementary cell rather than all fluid@the same obviously ap-
plies to the total momentum as given by~6!#.
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